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In Year 1 we have been working really hard on our
mastery of 10 in Maths. We have enjoyed learning
and playing with our friends. We had lots of fun
learning about our bodies in Science and made some
amazing skeleton pictures! We are becoming
Phonics superstars and have been working hard on
old and new sounds. In RE we have been talking
about our families and thinking about what it means
to be in God’s Family. In Design and Technology we
learned about nutrition and hygiene and created
some colourful fruit salads – they were delicious!
We have run, jumped, skipped, danced and sung our
way through our first half term in Year 1.

We loved sharing our learning with our families in our class assembly. We can’t wait for next half term!

Welcome to the first edition of our school newsletter.  We hope to bring you a round up of all of the wonderful 
things that have happened in school this half term.

I would like to start by introducing our Mini Vinnie committee. They have a
whole range of responsibilities, including supporting the eco work of the school
and coordinating our Connected Classrooms efforts, to bring our school closer to
our local and global communities. Our reps are from Years 3, 4, 5 and the group
is led by the Joint Presidents from Year 6. This group will be very busy this year
and you will hear lots more from them.

Mrs Nicholl

What a busy first half term we've had in Foundation Stage! We have
been baking, painting, building, playing and singing. We have spent a
lot of time outside using all of the school grounds searching for
autumn leaves and making sure that we are taking care of our trees.
We have been learning lots of letter sounds in phonics and keeping fit
and learning at the same time dancing to Jack Hartmann. We can
answer the register and greet our friends using British sign language.
We loved sharing our learning with parents at our welcome assembly.
This year, we have decided to bake each week. So far we have made
flapjack , cakes and fruit salad. We are enjoying using our map of the
world to help us find out about different places. Each week we choose
a country of the world that we want to pray for



We have had some new students join our classroom
it's been great making new friends.
Music has been ‘ABBA fabba!’ . We learned the lyrics
and the instruments as a class and we love, love, love
Mamma Mia.
Our class topic is the ancient Greek Olympics. We have
linked it to textures in art and also learned about how
emperor Nero cheated. We learned that the Olympics
were much harder when the Romans took over .
We've enjoyed most getting to know our new teachers
and being together as a class again.

Year four has had an amazing first
term! In English we have written our
own poems about bullying inspired by
Maya Angelou’s ‘Still I Rise’.

We have had a wonderful first half term in year 3!
In Literacy, we have been thinking about what 
amazing vocabulary we can use in our writing. 
We have written a Halloween poem and have 
even used personification! 
In maths, we have made our addition and 
subtraction skills even better by calculating with 
bigger numbers. In our topic work, we have 
learned about Beverley. We were all interested to 
learn about Hodgson’s Tannery and what it was 
like to work there. We even acted out a day 
working there in the hall. Also, this has been a 
very active term for year 3 . We've worked hard 
on making our skills and athletics even better and 
have been lucky enough to attend swimming 
lessons at the leisure centre too!

Year 2
We have enjoyed lots of singing, dancing and acting this half term. The photograph here shows our recent
‘performance poetry’; this poem was called Hands. We’ve been finding rhymes, rhythms and playing lots
of musical instruments too!
As part of our topic work on the theme of Inventors and Scientists we have learned lots already about
many significant and super interesting ladies and gentleman! Our table group names in class are inspired
by particular inventions including the World Wide Web, Wi-Fi, Kevlar, the paper bag, the coffee machine,
the first space rocket and lots more!
We have been learning to use adjectives, alliteration, verbs and
nouns involving lots of fun games! We have shared some wonderful
stories in our guided reading and found some fascinating facts in our
non-fiction texts. We were all so proud to win the Reading Trophy
twice! We really do make an excellent team.
In maths we have enjoyed lots of playdough work, investigations
involving number and shape and problem solving. 3D shape bingo
was great fun!
Science has been exciting, we have been ‘Scavenger hunting’ for
properties of materials and spending lots of time outdoors!
Along the way we have all worked really hard and are ready and
deserving of a break. Collecting merits, house points and hero cards
– not to mention lolly sticks for a disco and weekly prize box – all
super exciting!
We’re learning songs and getting ready for our Liturgy next….looking
forward to the next half term!



In year 6 we are taking on the project of clearing up and
rewilding our nature area. Our nature area was
overgrown with weeds (some taller than we were) which
then blocked the paths and stopped other plants, which
are beneficial to wild life, from growing. We have cut
these weeds right back, removed the dead plants,
cleared the paths and picked up litter which found it’s
way into the area. After winter, we are hoping to start
planting wildflowers and bushes which will provide food
for birds and insects. We also have a small pond in this
area – we are hoping to see much more wildlife in here,
maybe even a frog or two!

In Science we have been learning about Evolution and Inheritance, we
carried out an investigation to help us understand evolution and adaptation
based on Darwin’s finches. We split up into groups and each had different
(beaks) different ways of picking up different resources (seeds).
We found that different beaks were better at picking up certain seeds than
others, bigger beaks were needed to pick up the larger seeds and narrower
beaks were better at picking up seeds that were smaller or harder to reach.

Year 6 finally got to be buddies! 
In year 5, the children are often buddied up 
with someone in Foundation Stage. This gives the year 5’s a new 
responsibility and allows them to get to know the younger children. 
The younger children also get to know the older children and have 
other children they can play with/ go to on the playground for help. 
Due to the pandemic our current year 6’s missed out on that last 
year. However, this year, they have buddied up with our year one 
class and have loved helping their buddies read, draw and playing 
games! 

Starting in Year 5 felt different and weird, but it was nice to know our teachers
already. We are being more mature in year 5 than year 4. It almost feels like
the teachers are starting to help us to become more responsible.
We have enjoyed our topic on rivers. It’s tricky to remember all the different

parts of a river but we listened to a rap song and made models using salt-
dough which has helped us to remember.
We linked the theme of water to our reading
and writing – we have enjoyed Kensuke’s

Kingdom by Michael Morpurgo.
In art we tried painting 3d style waves

based on Hokusai’s Great Wave. It was
really tricky to try and get it to look like it
was coming over you. We had to mix all
shades of blue and greens to create aquamarine
colours.
We also learned how to draw rainclouds in the

style of Charlie Mackesy.
We have a really good balance between

working hard and having brain and movement breaks in the fresh air.

We have been using equipment in maths to help us understand things better
when we do more complex maths.
It’s not too hard… we always have teachers to rely on when we find things

difficult or something happens that worries us. We’ve also concentrated on
trying hard to get better at helping people outside of the classroom as we do
when we’re doing our work.
We particularly care about the people around the world and think of those

who need our prayers to sustain them and the living things around them.
One of the best things is that we now have our Foundation Stage Buddies!

We are looking forward to all the buddy time we will get to spend with them
and help them settle into the school.
Our Buddies are the Best!


